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Distinguished Lecture in Science 
To Report Advances Since Discovery of Viroids 

Wolf Prize-winner Professor Theodor Diener of the University of Maryland will 
deliver the seventh in the Hong Kong University of Sc.ience and Technology 
(HKUST)‘s Distinguished Lecture Series in Science on Tuesday, 14 April at 3 p.m. in 
Lecture Theatre A (G044). Entitled “The Frontier of Life: Viroids and Satellites” the 

-- :’ +, : lecture will summarise the properties of viroids--particles even smaller than virusesl 
and discuss their evolutionary relation&p wtth otoerelementsof_ljying cells. The 
Iemnd open to the public. 

The discovery of viroids has clarified how certain plant diseases are caused, 
and may have implications f vinge human diseases. Until 1971, 
viruses were bss,LieyEtd to be theest aaents able to-Gause infectiousdisease in _ 

s and animal. In 1971, a new type of pathogen was discovered which like a . --em-. -- -__ .,. 
o c t I nut lacks a-protein-coa#$his-was-named.%ir$Y virus, corn rises 

. 
P enetr ma erla 

Since then, work from a number of laboratories has confirmed and extended the%! 
original findings. Today, “viroids” and “viroid-like satellite RNAs” are regarded as 
being at the frontier of life-forms existing today. 

Born in Switzerland, Professor Diener has been working in the field of plant 
pathology for more thtiQysars. He has written more than 200 journal articles and 
more than 50 book chapters; on the topic of viroids he has filed one US patent and 

-_ -written a’ book, entitled Viroids and Viroid Diseases, which has been translated into I-’ - 
-, we an&Japanese, Throughout his care= Professor Diener has earned 

’ numerous awards, including the Wolf Prize in A-an award comparable to the 
Nobel Prizes) and th onal Medal of Science (USA); he has been elected to a --_.. -.__ 
3m-ber of profession i@Ies, including the National-Academy of Sciences (USA) - 
and Leopoldina, the German--AC- Natural Scientists. He currently holds four 
positions: Distinguished Professor, Department of Botany, University of Maryland; 
Acting Director, Center for Agricultural Biotechnology, University of Maryland; and 
Senior Staff Scientist at the Center for Agricultural Biotechnology; and 
Agricultural Research Service for the US Department of Agriculture. I 

Direct enquiries to Adeline’Man in the School of Sciende, telephone 358-7263. 


